SUPPLY CHAIN
SUSTAINABILITY
Signaling Our Values in Supply Chain

Our Supply Chain Sustainability Strategy
Sustainability illustrates how Lockheed Martin pursues innovation
with purpose. We believe sustainability is not only core to our
business, but also to our supply chain. Sustainability efforts
are bucketed into three core areas: Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG). Our five-star strategy spans across each of these
core elements
ff Address emerging sustainability themes to foster risk
management
ff Extend resources to the supply chain, leveraging agreements
and best practices to build capability
ff Enhance supply chain sustainability due diligence
ff Create pathways for supply chain visibility and traceability
ff Reframe sustainability to be considered throughout the industry

Buying Tomorrow . . . Today
The actions we take today to support sustainability have a direct
impact on what tomorrow looks like. As a global supply chain,
we have a responsibility to address sustainability. There needs to
be the foresight to take steps today to ensure we contribute to a
sustainable tomorrow.
A sustainable supply chain has far-reaching benefits by reducing
the amount of resources utilized and ensuring methods in both
production and operations can be sustained. Collaboration and
engagement with our suppliers and industry partners powers our
ability to advance sustainability and build resiliency to external risks.

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

What Can You Do?
Environmental
ff Utilize our Sustainable Packaging Guidelines when shipping
ff Understand how you align with our Go Green 2030 initiative and
view our Go Green video
ff Establish a company-wide baseline and reduction goals for carbon
emissions, facility energy use, water consumption and waste.
ff Get a free energy audit for your building from the Department
of Energy Better Buildings Program (dependent upon eligibility
criteria).
ff Send environmentally preferable product information to
sustainability.lm@lmco.com

Social
ff Analyze your international supply chain against the Department
of State Trafficking in Persons Report
ff Provide your sustainability success stories to
sustainability.lm@lmco.com

Governance
ff Ensure understanding of our Supplier Code of Conduct
ff Take advantage of our free Ethics Webinars
ff Benchmark your company against the free SPLC Sustainability
Benchmark Tool

Sustainability Industry Partners
Check out these organizations for free resources and
explore opportunities to be involved.
ff Aerospace Industries Association (AIA)
ff Department of Energy (DoE) Better Plants Program
ff International Aerospace Environmental Group (IAEG)
ff IPC Association Connecting Electronics Industries IPC 2-18K
ff Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI)
ff Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council (SPLC)

Visit us on the Web!
To stay up to date with new sustainability resources, we invite you
to check out Supplier Wire, a dedicated site for suppliers. For
awareness of our Sustainability mission and, please visit Lockheed
Martin’s Sustainability webpage. For examples of how we pursue
innovation with purpose, visit the annual report webpage. Feel
free to check out the latest success story and provide one for your
company as well by emailing sustainability.lm@lmco.com.
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